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ABSTRACT

As the obesity epidemic takes hold, many medical profes-
sionals are referring users to online systems aimed at edu-
cating and persuading users to alter their lifestyle. The chal-
lenge for many of these systems is to increase initial adop-
tion and sustain participation for sufficient time to have real
impact on the life of their users. In this work we present
some preliminary investigation into the design of a recipe
recommender, aimed at educating and sustaining user partic-
ipation, which makes tailored recommendations of healthy
recipes. We concentrate on the two initial dimensions of
food recommendations: data capture and food-recipe rela-
tionships and present a study into the suitability of varying
recommender algorithms for the recommendation of recipes.
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INTRODUCTION

With over 1.6 billion adults worldwide classified as obese
[8], health care professionals are investigating the use of on-
line systems to influence the general public to change their
attitude and behaviour toward a healthy lifestyle. Weight
loss systems have progressed from paper recording of diet
and exercise to online systems, in which informative content
and intelligent services are used to persuade users to alter
their behaviour. In these systems users often provide explicit
reporting on diet and exercise and browse health related con-
tent such as recipes, exercise plans and others. Thus, there is
a huge scope for rich user modelling and personalized con-
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tent delivery services to both sustain user participation with
the system and influence their behaviour.

When adopting a healthy lifestyle, many users lack the skills
and knowledge required to affect change. With the aid of
personalized recommendations we aim to equip users with
relevant information to adopt and sustain a healthier lifestyle.
One such personalized service, ideally suited to informing
diet and lifestyle, is a personalized meal planner. This plan-
ner could exploit explicit food preferences, food diary en-
tries, and user browsing behaviour, as well as various other
sources, to inform its recipe recommendations.

The domain of food is varied and complex and presents a
large challenge to recommendations. To start with, thou-
sands of food items exist, with almost 1000 different veg-
etables alone. Secondly, food items are rarely eaten in iso-
lation, with a more common consumption tending to be in
the combination of dishes. Given the number of food items
in existence, the number of possible combinations is expo-
nentially large. Finally, and more complexly, user’s opinion
on food items can vary quite significantly based on several
factors including whether a food item is cooked or raw, if
cooked how it is cooked, what quantity of it is included in
a recipe and many others. For example, a person may like
smoked salmon, but not grilled salmon or may like salmon
for dinner, but not for breakfast.

Several recipe recommender systems have been developed in
the past. For example, Sobecki et al [9] presented a hybrid
recommender using fuzzy reasoning to recommend recipes,
Lawrence et al [5] generated recommendations for new food
products that might be appealing to supermarket customers,
and Svensson et al [10] provided recipe based grocery shop-
ping recommendations. Unlike our work, the above treated
the recipe/product as core items and did not break them down
into individual food components.

The area of case-based reasoning has seen numerous works
in the area of recipe construction from individual ingredi-
ents. The Chef [2] and Julia [4] systems both require ex-
tensive domain knowledge to create recipes from core ingre-
dients, while the work by Zhang et al [11] exploits exist-
ing techniques (e.g., active learning) and knowledge sources
(e.g., WordNet) to construct recipes.

The challenges for recipe recommendations are three fold.
Firstly, given the number of recipes and foods items, what
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Figure 1. Menu food relationships

practical solution exists for gathering sufficient user mod-
elling information on which to base recommendations? In
this work we look at ratings on recipes and food items. Sec-
ondly, what are the relationships between a recipe and its
component foods? If a system is aware of a recipe rating,
what assumptions can be made about its ingredients or vice
versa. Finally, can preferences on combinations and cooking
methods be worked into a recipe recommender?

In this work we concentrate on the first two challenges: data
capture and food-recipe relationships. We present a pre-
liminary study into the suitability of varying recommender
algorithms for the recommendation of recipes. The study
is based on 8701 preferences and ratings provided by 183
users on recipes and food items. We examine the accuracy
of content based and collaborative filtering algorithms and
compare them with hybrid recommender strategies, which
dismantle recipes into their components in order to make ac-
curate recommendations. We show that solicitation of recipe
ratings, which are transferred to food ratings through a food’s
inclusion in recipe, is an accurate and effective method of
capturing food preferences.

RECOMMENDER STRATEGIES

The aim of this work is to uncover which recommender al-
gorithms are suitable for personalized recipe recommenda-
tions. We focus on two data gathering strategies: the first is
a fine grained food item strategy that gathers explicit ratings
on individual food items, the second is a higher level strat-
egy that gathers ratings on recipes. Regardless of whether
ratings are gathered on food items or recipes, the output of
the recommender algorithms is a recipe recommendation.

Before delving into the details of the individual strategies,
we explain how we relate foods to recipes and vice versa.
In this work, we adopted a simple recipe to food item rela-
tionship strategy shown in Figure 1. We ignore all weights,
cooking processes and combination effects and consider all
food items to be equally weighted within a recipe. Accord-
ingly, we transfer ratings gathered on food items equally to
recipes containing these foods and vice versa from recipe
ratings to associated foods.

In order to compare our recommender strategies, we imple-
ment a baseline algorithm random which assigns a randomly
generated prediction score to a recipe. The following strate-
gies generate personalized predictions and encompass a pure
content based algorithm, a collaborative filtering algorithm
and three hybrid algorithms which consist of both content
based and collaborative strategies. The strategies are named
according to the item types on which their input is based

and on the recommender strategies they use. The two strate-
gies which are applied to ratings gathered on food items are
the foodcb and foodh strategy. The foodcb strategy as-
signs scores for a target recipe rt for a user ua based on
the average of all the ratings provided by ua on food items
food1, ..., foodj of rt.

pred(ua, rt) =

∑
jǫrt

rat(ua, foodj)

j
(1)

The foodcb strategy can only make predictions for recipes
on which it has information pertaining to the included food
items. As mentioned, a huge number of food items exist and
gathering a reasonable portion of explicit user preferences
on individual food items is unrealistic from a user effort
perspective. In order to increase the amount of knowledge
held by the system on food items, i.e., reduce the data spar-
sity, our food hybrid strategy, foodh, exploits collaborative
filtering to make predictions for unrated food items before
carrying out the content matching step. Briefly, a set of N
similar users, neighbours, is identified using Pearson’s cor-
relation algorithm shown in Equation 2 and predictions for
food items not rated by ua are generated using Equation 3.

sim(ua, ub) =

∑k

i=1
(uai

− ua)(ubi
− ub)

∑k

i=1
(uai

− ua)
2∑k

i=1
(ubi

− ub)
2

(2)

rat(ua, foodi) =

∑
nǫN sim(ua, un)rat(un, foodi)∑

nǫN sim(ua, un)
(3)

With this more densely populated food ratings the content-
based prediction step from Equation 1 is used to generate a
prediction for rt.

In contrast, we also investigate the use of strategies which
are applicable to situations were ratings are requested on
recipes rather than on food items. We implemented four
recipe based strategies. The first one, recipecf , is a stan-
dard collaborative filtering algorithm assigning predictions
to recipes based on the weighted ratings of a set of k neigh-
bours as seen in Equations 2 and 3, where the items in ques-
tion are recipes rather than food items.

The second, a content based strategy recipecb, breaks down
each recipe ri rated by ua into food items food1, ..., foodx

(see Figure 1) and assigns the ratings provided by ua to each
food item according to Equation 4.

rat(ua, foodi) =

∑
l s.t. foodiǫrl

rat(ua, rl)

l
(4)

The strategy then applies the same content based algorithm
from Equation 1 to construct a score for the target recipe rt.

We also implemented two recipe hybrid strategies. The first
one, recipehr, identifies a set of N neighbours based on rat-
ings provided on recipes. Then, it uses Equation 4 to break
down each recipes rated by ua into foods, Equation 3 to pre-
dict as many food ratings as possible, and Equation 1 to gen-
erate a score for rt. The seconds one, recipehf , differs only
from recipehr in its neighbour selection step. Here user sim-
ilarity is computed based on overlapping items in the food
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Table 1. Rating spread

hate dislike neutral like love
1935 2300 2145 1037 384

matrix established after the recipe break down step rather
than on the recipe ratings as in recipehr.

EVALUATION

In order to test the above recommendation strategies, we
gathered user preferences from a set of users, who were tak-
ing part in a study on healthy living social technologies [1].

Set-up

The corpus of recipes used was sourced from the CSIRO To-
tal Wellbeing Diet Book [7]. We extracted 136 recipes which
were categorised into breakfast & lunch, soups & salads,
seafood, chicken & pork, beef & veal, lamb, and vegetables.
This set corresponded to 337 food items which were in turn
classified into breads & cereals, dairy, vegetables, general
grocery, and meat & fish. On average, each recipe was made
up of 9.98 food items and the average number of recipes that
each food item was found in was 4.12.

We gathered opinions of 183 users regarding the available
recipes and foods over a period of 3 weeks. Users were
asked to provide initial preferences on either 20 recipes or
30 foods with the type requested determined randomly. All
ratings were captured on a 5-Likert scale, spanning from
“Hate” to “Love”. In order to obtain a broad spread of items
for each user, preferences were requested from randomly se-
lected items in each of the above mentioned recipe or food
item categories. Once an initial preference set was gathered,
users were asked to periodically provide ratings on addi-
tional 20 recipes or 30 foods, depending on their seed set
type. In total 8701 preferences were gathered with an aver-
age of 47.54 per user. Table 1 shows the spread of ratings
over the dataset.

Methodology

We conducted a traditional leave one out off-line analysis,
which took each rating of a {useri, rt, rating} tuple from
a user profile and used a set of recommender algorithms to
generate predictions. For users who provided ratings on food
items, the appropriate strategies were foodcb, foodh and
random. For users who provided ratings on recipes, the
recipecb, recipecf , recipehr, recipehf and random strate-
gies were used. The accuracy of the recommendations has
been evaluated using the MAE measure1 [3].

Results

Figure 2 shows the normalized MAE for each strategy. As
expected, the random algorithm performed worst with an
MAE of 3.88. The poorest performer of the personalized
strategies was the collaborative filtering algorithm recipecf .

1The aim of the live-user trial was not to judge the accuracy of the
recommendations, but to gather preferences to run off-line analysis
and bootstrap future studies.

Figure 2. Mean Average Error

This is not surprising given that collaborative filtering al-
gorithms suffer from the cold start problem and the recipe
matrix was only 17% populated. The strategies whose input
ratings were food based, foodcb and foodh, fare similarly
with an MAE of 0.24 and 0.26, respectively. We note here
that the foodh strategy introduced a level of noise to the
food rating matrix resulting in a slightly (but significantly)
higher MAE than the pure content based strategy foodcb.
This finding is in line with that of Melville et al, who also
used content boosted collaborative filtering [6].

The three hybrid recipe based strategies return the lowest
MAE of below 0.2 with the recipehf strategy the most accu-
rate. We do not see an equivalent decrease in accuracy when
we compare the recipecb and recipehr strategies as we see
with the analogous food based strategies foodcb and foodh.
We do however see a difference in accuracy between the two
hybrid strategies, recipehr and recipehf , which differ in
the neighbour determination timing. It seems that more ac-
curate neighbour determination and food prediction occurs
when neighbours are based on implied user ratings on foods
rather than on recipes. The differences in MAE are signifi-
cant at p < 0.05 across all pairings except the recipecb and
recipehr pairs.

The closeness the recipe strategies recipecb, recipehr and
recipehf is in part due to the coverage of foods in the food
matrix. In 7% of simulations the food matrix contained rat-
ings for all the foods in target recipe, such that all three
strategies returned the same prediction. Similarly, in 50%
of simulations the collaborative filtering was unable to make
predictions on any additional food items in the target recipe,
again returning the same prediction in all three strategies.

Comparing strategies varying only on the ratings matrix used
shows that recommendations made on transferred food rat-
ings outperformed the actual food rating algorithms across
the board. The recipecb strategy has a relative 25% improve-
ment in accuracy over the foodcb strategy and similarly the
recipehr and recipehf strategies have a 25-28% improve-
ment over the foodh strategy. This shows that the decompo-
sition of recipes into food items is beneficial for the purposes
of recommendation generation even with a naive break down
and reconstruction applied. Also, this shows that ratings on
individual food items are not necessarily required for recipe
recommendations even if the reasoning occurs on them.

The second aspect pertaining to the practicality of data gath-
ering for food recommendations is algorithm coverage [3].
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Figure 3. Coverage

We wish to find an algorithm which has reasonable accuracy
and coverage across all users even for low number of ratings.
Figure 3 shows the percentage of simulations where each
algorithm was able to generate a prediction. The notable
outliers are foodcb and foodh algorithms, which have very
low coverage of 13% and 16%, respectively. Apart from the
recipecf algorithm, which has a 96% coverage, all other al-
gorithms can generate predictions for all user item pairs.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

As with all recommender technologies, a balance needs to
be struck between accuracy, coverage and the workload of
the users in providing information. This work presented
an initial analysis as to the practicality of gathering food
preferences and making recipe recommendations. We found
that high coverage and reasonable accuracy can be achieved
through content based strategies with a simple break down
and construction used to relate recipes and food items. We
found only marginal improvement in accuracy when collab-
orative filtering is employed to boost the rating matrix den-
sity. In conclusion, we have shown that even a naive recipe
break down into food items with reasoning on the latter pro-
vides more accurate recommendations than a collaborative
filtering algorithm using a sparse matrix.

Our future work includes an investigation into more intelli-
gent means of reasoning on food ratings when recipe ratings
are known, and vice versa, on recipe ratings when food rat-
ings are known. Our first consideration concerns the impact
of mixed ratings on recipes. For example, when breaking
down recipes, a food item may receive a positive rating in
one recipe and a negative in another, which are currently just
averaged. However, more appropriate combinations would
consider whether an ingredient in a positively and a nega-
tively recipe should maintain only the positive rating, as it
is unlikely to be the cause of the dislike in the negatively
rated recipe. Furthermore, here we operate a simplistic idea
of what a recipe recommender needs to do. We are, how-
ever, aware that making recipe recommendations is a far
more complicated task in reality and we aim to investigate
group recommendations, sequential recommendations, and
diversification of recommendations.
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